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Abstra t

The NetSolve proje t was established to aid s ientists who prefer not to be on erned with the usual tedium
asso iated with nding and maintaining software libraries with whi h to reate programs, toolkits and problem
solving environments parti ular to their s ienti domain. Through NetSolve, users are given a ess to omplex
algorithms that solve a variety of types of problems, one instan e being linear systems solvers. All solvers, however,
are not built alike; depending on the hara teristi s of the matrix being solved some perform poorly and others not
at all. This arti le introdu es the reader to the NetSolve system and dis usses how it an be used to a ess a large
suite of numeri al solvers, and to analyse the input matrix to determine, transparent to the user, a solver and use
it to nd a solution to the system. We give some ba kground on the design of the netsolve system, the interfa e to
solver pa kages, and we dis uss the heuristi s used in transparently determining the spe i solver.
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Introdu tion

The performan e of omputer pro essors ontinues to in rease in a ordan e with, and even surpassing, Moore's Law.
Computer infrastru tures (i.e., buses, networks, et .) are also be oming faster, larger and able to support more
rigorous omputational hallenges. These bene ts do not, however, ome without a ost. The systems to be solved are
omplex and present quite a hallenge to administrators, programmers, and end-users who seek to use the available
horsepower in their solution. Also mainly due to non-standardization of interfa es and proto ols, the same variety
of systems and omponent hoi es that provide a exibility and ability to ustomize omputers to one's liking often
proves to be an obsta le when moving from one platform to another.
In numeri al omputing, resear hers have both developed eÆ ient algorithms, and implemented these, so that
end-users an use a pa kage without being on erned about either the theory or the low-level details of their omputer
system. Users are left with two tasks: the rst to de ide whi h pa kage is the best t to their appli ation, and the
se ond to learn the pe uliarities of the software pa kage that is ultimately hosen.
The goal of the Netsolve proje ts is, rst of all, to provide a seamless, uniform, and easy-to-use, interfa e to a
variety of s ienti libraries, in luding linear equation solvers, and, se ondly, to implement heuristi s that will hoose
a spe i solver based on hara teristi s of the input oeÆ ient matrix. To be expli it, we stress that it is not the
solver algorithm itself, but rather the NetSolve system, that adapts to the hara teristi s of the system being solved
and hooses the best algorithm for it. This work is not aimed at the expert user who wishes to e e tively utilize every
y le in his appli ation and will ultimately invest the time to make the appropriate de isions himself. We o er this
work for those who wish not to be distra ted by the details of the problem at hand, but are satis ed with a reasonably
eÆ ient system that automati ally onsiders the details for them.
Se tion 2 of this paper presents details about NetSolve, whi h is our deployment environment. Se tion 3 dis usses
NetSolve's intera tions with numerous linear solvers and des ribes the algorithms and riteria we use to determine
when to use a parti ular solver. Finally, Se tion 4 summarizes the work and dis usses future resear h goals.
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1.1 Related Work
There is little existing work on automati ally determining the best solver for a given system. For a omparison study
of solvers and pre onditioners, we refer to [14℄.
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Network-enabled Solvers

The NetSolve proje t is being developed at the University of Tennessee. Its original motivation was to alleviate
the diÆ ulties that domain s ientists usually en ounter when trying to lo ate, install, and use numeri al software,
espe ially on multiple platforms. NetSolve provides remote a ess to omputational resour es, both hardware and
software. Built upon standard Internet proto ols, su h as TCP/IP so kets, it is available for all popular variants of
the UNIX operating system, and parts of the system are available for the Mi rosoft Windows 95, 98 and NT platforms.
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Figure 1: Ar hite tural Overview of the NetSolve System
Figure 1 shows the infrastru ture of the NetSolve system and its relation to the appli ations that use it. NetSolve
and systems like it are often referred to as Grid middleware; this gure helps to larify this hoi e in terminology. The
shaded parts of the gure represent the NetSolve system. It an be seen that NetSolve a ts as a glue layer that brings
the appli ation or user together with the hardware and/or software needed.
At the top tier, the NetSolve lient library is linked in with the user's appli ation. The appli ation then makes
alls to NetSolve's appli ation programming interfa e (API) for spe i servi es. Through the API, NetSolve lientusers gain a ess to aggregate resour es without needing to know anything about omputer networking or distributed
omputing. In fa t, the user does not even have to know whi h remote resour es are involved.
...
A = read_matrix();
B = read_matrix();
C = matmul(A, B);
....

...
A = read_matrix();
B = read_matrix();
status = netsolve("matmul", A, B, C);
...

Figure 2: Sample C ode: Left side before NetSolve, right side after NetSolve integration
Figure 2 illustrates what the programming ode would look like before and after the NetSolve API has been
integrated. The (hidden) semanti s of a NetSolve request are:
1. Client onta ts the agent for a list of apable servers.
2. Client onta ts server and sends input parameters.
3. Server runs appropriate servi e.
4. Server returns output parameters or error status to lient.
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There are many advantages to using a system like NetSolve. NetSolve provides a ess to otherwise unavailable software.
In ases where the software is at hand, it an make the power of super omputers a essible from low-end ma hines
su h as notebook omputers. Furthermore, as explained below, NetSolve adds heuristi s that attempt to nd the
most expeditious route to solve any given problem. NetSolve urrently supports the C, FORTRAN, Matlab, and
Mathemati a programming interfa es as languages of implementation for lient programs.
The NetSolve agent represents the gateway to the NetSolve system. It maintains a database of NetSolve servers
along with their apabilities (hardware performan e and allo ated software) and dynami usage statisti s. It uses this
information to allo ate server resour es for lient requests. The agent, in its resour e allo ation me hanism, attempts
to nd the server that will servi e the request the qui kest, balan e the load amongst its servers and keep tra k of failed
servers. Requests are dire ted away from failed servers. The agent also adds fault-toleran e features that attempt to
use every likely server until it nds one that su essfully servi es the request.
The NetSolve server is the omputational ba kbone of the system. It is a daemon pro ess that awaits lient
requests. The server an run on single workstations, lusters of workstations, symmetri multi-pro essors or ma hines
with massively parallel pro essors. A key omponent of the NetSolve server is a sour e ode generator whi h parses
a NetSolve problem des ription le (PDF). This PDF ontains information that allows the NetSolve system to reate
new modules and in orporate new fun tionalities. In essen e, the PDF de nes a wrapper that NetSolve uses to all
the fun tion being in orporated.
For more detailed information on the NetSolve system and its usage, refer to [3℄ and [4℄. The next major release
of NetSolve is planned for April of 2000. Features to be implemented in this release in lude a Java GUI to aid in
the reation of PDFs, a Mi rosoft Ex el interfa e, more obje t datatypes, more server modules in luded with the
distribution, and enhan ed load balan ing. Currently, NetSolve-1.2 and a beta version of NetSolve-1.3, in luding APIs
for the Win32 platform, an be downloaded from the proje t web site at www. s.utk.edu/netsolve. A version
implementing the work des ribed here will be available around September, 2000. NetSolve has been re ognized as a
signi ant e ort in resear h and development, and was named in R&D Magazine's top 100 list for 1999.
3

NetSolve and Linear Solvers

In this se tion we provide some details regarding the interfa e to equation solver libraries, and we dis uss the implementation of the `equation solver expert agent'. An important point is that for the latter we do not hange the syntax
of the existing NetSolve interfa e, instead de ning a new problem, LinearSolve, that instu ts NetSolve to pro eed
with analysis of the input matrix.
Using a NetSolve interfa e to a numeri al library alleviates the user's need to learn the intri a ies of a spe i
software pa kage (or its auxiliaries, su h as MPI or BLAS). After investing the time to learn the data stru tures and
spe i s of a parti ular library, the user may then determine that there are important lasses of linear systems for
whi h the pa kage may not be well-suited. At this point, the only hoi e is to repeat (possibly several times) the
pro edure of learning a new software pa kage. It is only now that he an reate his appli ation that uses these solvers,
whi h was the only thing that interested him in the rst pla e.
NetSolve provides an easy interfa e to a variety of linear systems solvers. We have done the tedious work of learning
(and even developing) a variety of systems solver interfa es. The point of interest to the end-user is that via NetSolve,
he an seamlessly a ess all these solvers in a uniform way. We have integrated numerous solvers, in luding some from
LAPACK [1℄, ARPACK [8℄, PETS [2℄, Azte [7℄, SuperLU [9℄ and MA28 [5℄. Ea h of these pa kages has its own set
of options and settings. We have used the PDF, as des ribed in Se tion 2 to make these fun tions available from the
NetSolve interfa e. After installing any of the NetSolve lient interfa es, the user an then a ess our pool of NetSolve
servers to not only a ess the routines, but also omputational y les and other resour es that have been devoted to
the system.
Examples 3.1

[x, its℄ = netsolve('pets ', A, b, 1.e-6, 500);

Example 3.1 invokes PETS from the Matlab lient interfa e. Here, A is the sparse oeÆ ient matrix, b is the
right hand side, 1.e-6 is the error toleran e and 500 is the maximum number of iterations. In the output set, x is the
solution ve tor, and its is the number of iterations that was a hieved. By simply hanging the string pets to one of
the other available options, say azte , the user an hange whi h library will be invoked to solve the problem.
If A is a dense oeÆ ient matrix, one ould all the LU driver routine from LAPACK as follows:
Examples 3.2

[lu, p, x, info℄ = netsolve('dgesv', A, b);
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where lu is the LU fa tors ( A = P*L*U), p is the ve tor of pivots, info indi ates su ess, failure, or whether the
LU algorithm failed, and all the other parameters are the same as in the PETS example.

3.1 NetSolve \LinearSolve" Interfa e
The NetSolve \LinearSolve" interfa e makes the de ision of whi h library and routine to hoose for a given problem,
and is provided for a user who does not want the burden of hoosing a spe i library, or perhaps does not know whi h
library is most appropriate for his appli ation. This interfa e makes the de isions for the user.
Examples 3.3

[x℄ = netsolve('LinearSolve', A, b);

From Matlab, the fun tion all in Example 3.3 will use the heuristi s dis ussed below to determine whi h pa kage
to use. The user is guaranteed to get ba k the proper results if a server is available, and trusts NetSolve to yield that
result using what it sees as the best algorithm. When a user requests a linear system to be solved using this bla kbox
interfa e, a number of de isions must be made based on the stru ture of the matrix A, to determine the exa t solver
to be hosen.
3.1.1

Matrix shape

We allow the user to submit both re tangular and square matri es to the bla kbox solver. For re tangular matri es
we use a linear least squares solver from LAPACK.
3.1.2

Matrix element density

For square systems, there is a distin tion between sparse and dense matri es. The NetSolve system natively supports
data obje ts, two of whi h are Matri es (regular, dense) and Sparse Matri es. However, sin e within the NetSolve
framework, problems must spe ify the exa t type of input obje t, the LinearSolve routine takes a regular dense
matrix as input. We manually he k the per entage of nonzeros, and transform the obje t to a sparse matrix if the
nonzeroes do not number more than a ertain threshhold. For dense systems, the only further property we determine
is their symmetry. We solve these systems using LAPACK. There are dense matri es, for instan e from boundary
elements, that an be solved by iterative methods more eÆ iently than by dire t methods, but there is no bla kbox
way of re ognising su h systems.
In the sparse ase, we try to dis over several spe ial ases:
 Banded matri es with a relatively dense band an be solved by a dire t method from LAPACK.
 We try to dis over a blo k or diagonal stru ture in the matrix for su h pa kages as support this; for instan e,

Azte . Using blo k methods an lead to a higher performan e than for general sparse methods, sin e they enable
use of Blas3-based algorithms.

In the sparse matrix ase, there is a further spe ial ase that we try to at h, namely that of matri es with a zero
(2; 2) blo k. These are often inde nite matri es oming from either optimization or mixed nite elements, and there
are spe ial algorithms for these.
3.1.3

Sparse Solvers

The main question for sparse matri es is whether to use a dire t or an iterative solver. First of all we observe that
iterative methods work well mostly on matri es that ome from ellipti partial di erential equations. Thus, they are
unlikely to perform well on, for instan e, the matri es oming from large systems of ordinary di erential equations.
We use some simple heuristi s to nd su h systems, for instan e by testing for a diagonal that is mostly zero.
For the remaining matri es there are two fa tors on whi h to base a hoi e between a dire t and an iterative
method.
For big matri es, the ll-in of a dire t method an be mu h larger than the memory demands of
an iterative method, even with a ompli ated pre onditioner.

size of the matrix

In general, dire t solvers an handle mu h more ompli ated matri es than iterative methods;
one an say that iterative methods work best if the matrix is not too far from de nite.

numeri al properties

Thus we are left with the questions how to estimate the amount of ll-in and how to gauge numeri al properties.
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Fill-in estimation

The argument against dire t methods is usually the storage demand. This, however, is quite reasonable if the matrix
graph stems from a two-dimensional PDE, in whi h ase a generalised nested disse tion [10, 11℄ fa torisation needs
relatively little storage, typi ally O(N log N ). Thus, even a fairly large sparse matrix might be amenable to solution
by a dire t method. Fortunately, the determination of the ll-in of a dire t method an be performed in linear time.
We then make this determination in order to see whether the available servers have enough memory to a omodate a
dire t solver.
3.1.5

Issues in iterative solvers

For a bla kbox iterative solver, we need to supply automati ally su h parameters as the number of iterations. If the
method rea hes the indi ated maximum, it an be that the method is not making any progress, or it an be that there
was progress but a larger number of iterations is needed. If an iterative solver pa kage lets us monitor the onvergen e
history, we an make an estimate of the number of iterations required, and we restart the method. Otherwise, we may
swit h to a dire t solver. In the urrent implementation we use a BiCGstab solver [13℄ with Ja obi pre onditioning,
but we will extend the intelligen e of the agent in making a more sophisti ated determination.
4

Con lusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented the te hniques and implementation of a system, namely NetSolve, that an be used
to transparently de ide upon suitable linear solver pa kages and use them over distributed resour es to solve di erent
lasses of systems of equations. Our approa h is to use NetSolve's existing omponents to add the apabilities of
di erent linear solver libraries to the system and then add heuristi s to analyse input sets and determine whi h
pa kage should be used. While this analysis adds overhead, its bene t is that it alleviates the user of the tedium of
making this hoi e for himself.
Our plans are to further re ne our te hniques in order to reap more bene ts from our system. Continuing to
investigate the onditions under whi h di erent solver toolkits perform best is one way in whi h we plan to do this.
We also plan to use our framework to gather empiri al data that support and validate our theories. An idea we have to
aid us in determining the spe tral properties of a matrix when using iterative methods is to run a few iterations of the
onjugate gradient method to see if the system breaks down. If no breakdown o urs, the matrix is likely well-behaved;
otherwise, we an attempt to make the matrix diagonally dominant in order to see if a method su h as QMR [6℄ or
GMRES [12℄ might work. We also plan to extend this algorithm sele tion te hnique to en ompass eigensolvers and
other types of solvers.
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